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in the 3.1 release. It has been updated to be more stable and to have a gui. There is also a crash problem fixed. There is a
remote build tool( remote build tool was not in the original project ). Download it from the project and use it to build the remote
version. There is a download button in the top-right corner. Others: Makefile has been cleaned to be more readable and so make
compiling/packaging the firmware easier. Create a new game: If you want to create a new game from the menu, you should go
to Project -> Add game. From there, select the game you want and set the parameters as you want. User Feedback: Espoon,
Finland I have seen maps from "A new way" but I haven't played one yet. Mr. Yagi, Japan Hey, I’m a beginner programmer and
I made this rpg rom with a very limited knowledge. I just wanted to thank you, because I found many useful tools and
information on this forum and I learned a lot from your tutorial. The tools I used are simpleton.png, scrawl.png, map editor,
etc… I hope you will give me your permission to use your tools and other works. Good luck, Yagi-san! Ju, Hong Kong I really
love your game, it's really fun. The scenario is really cool. I'm new to Game Maker and GML so please guide me a little bit and
tell me how to do this for the next time. Thanks. Wukong D. F, Hong Kong It's amazing. I'm sure you'll get more fans. Thanks
for sharing! Rick, USA Now I'm gonna improve my platformer game for my entrance. I'm currently a beginner for Game
Maker/GML but this software is amazing and I'm gonna learn it. Thank you for your hard work! -Rick Chen Li, China I really
love the game maker and its player. This is a really nice project you have here. Good job. Dan, Mexico Good work, you're fast
at what you do Alex, Poland I appreciate the work you've done for the game maker. I was a previous fan of yours but never
found your 82157476af
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